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The Lion First Bible
The Chronicles of Narnia, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe is written by C.S. Lewis. Characters from Narnia depict religious figures and events that happen in The Bible. The White Witch is a ...
The Lion The Witch And The Wardrobe Literary Analysis
Like the use of Amotekun by the South-West governors, the choice of the name “Ebubeagu” generated a controversy over its meaning in English. It was variously interpreted as “the aura of the lion/tiger ...
Ebubeagu, Amotekun and the confusion of meaning
When our spiritual batteries are running low, all we have to do is wait on the Lord and ask Him for strength. God promises that help will flow in response to such a request.
God Supplies the Strength We Need in Hard Times
In this sweeping narrative, Michael Satlow tells the fascinating story of how an ancient collection of obscure Israelite writings became the founding texts of ...
How the Bible Became Holy
There is so much biblical evidence that points to the truth that the devil is real. In fact, I believe the only way a person would not acknowledge his existence is because of denial or deception.
How Do We Know the Devil Is Real?
Quoting the Bible can't land you in American prison (yet), but in Helsinki, it's a different story. In a case that's stunned the West, Finland's former Interior Minister and leader of the Christian ...
Finnish Leader Facing Jail for Bible Quote Is a Warning for America
After the first night of the NFL Draft, supporters of the Detroit Lions are as close to unified as they have been in quite some time. When local and national pundits applaud the first selection and ...
Day 2 NFL Draft Crushes for Lions
Quoting the Bible can't land you in American prison (yet), but in Helsinki, it's a different story. In a case that's stunned the West, Finland's former Interior Minister and leader of the Christian ...
Convicted for Conviction? Finnish Leader Faces Jail for Bible Quote
NFL Draft coming to an end, it's time to switch our focus on next year. Here is the first mock draft for the 2022 season.
WAY TOO EARLY 2022 NFL Mock Draft: The first of many
Quoting the Bible can’t land you in American prison (yet), but in Helsinki, it’s a different story. In a case that’s stunned the West, Finland’s former interior minister and leader of the Christian ...
Finnish Lawmaker Faces Jail for Sharing Bible Quote About Homosexuality
A s a TV news reporter and a Church of God in Christ (COGIC) pastor, Loran Mann tried to keep his two jobs separate. And that worked. Mostly. But once in the 1980s, he was first to the scene of a ...
Died: Loran Mann, Who Reported the News and Preached the Good News
On the fifth anniversary of the death of Daniel Berrigan, S.J., a close friend and colleague looks back on a poignant moment in their work together.
Celebrating the Eucharist with Daniel Berrigan: ‘A Communion I will never forget’
These three players would also aid the Detroit Lions in their rebuilding process After the first night of the NFL Draft ... According to SI's NFL Draft Bible, "Owusu-Koramoah actually does some nice ...
Day Two NFL Draft Crushes for Lions
When evaluating the Lions' roster, most observers will agree the offensive line is the team's best position group.
Taylor Decker says he would welcome Lions drafting offensive line help
I can see the mud-slinging campaign flyers now: "Mayor Ketron, what's in your wallet?" "Not a Capital One card. It's maxed out." "Any time you want to kill a bill, all you have to say is the word ...
Stockard On The Stump: What's In Your Wallet?
With Taylor Decker entrenched at left tackle, the Detroit Lions could play a rookie like Penei Sewell or Rashawn Slater at right tackle in 2021 ...
Taylor Decker wants Detroit Lions to 'take all the linemen' in 2021 NFL draft
There are only three days to go until Day 1 of the 2021 NFL Draft takes place Thursday, April 29, in Cleveland, Ohio.
Maakaron: Detroit Lions mock draft
Detroit Lions selected first NFL Draft prospect of Day 3 The Detroit Lions selected ... According to SI's NFL Draft Bible, "He is going to create easy separation early on in reps with his fluidity.
Lions Select Amon-Ra St. Brown in Fourth Round
Melifonwu accumulated 55 tackles in 2020, and his draft stock rose after he impressed scouts at the Senior Bowl and Syracuse's pro day.
Ifeatu Melifonwu selected in 3rd round by Detroit Lions in NFL Draft
The Lindsay Lane Christian Lions opened the first round of the baseball playoffs with back to back wins Friday against the Shoals Christian Flame at Shoals Christian High School. A ...
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